Note: All guidance described here anticipates and depends upon the Governor’s declaration of a State of Emergency and subsequent NJDEP Commissioner’s Administrative Order, both of which must be in effect and clearly authorize the actions described.

**Marked government vehicles:**

Upon the issuance of the qualifying orders, all New Jersey State, county or municipal entities will be allowed to transport solid waste using unregistered transportation equipment provided such equipment is clearly marked with the name of the state, county or municipal entity. Any temporary blanket authorization for marked government equipment will have a limited duration. The effective end for such authorization will be noted in a future DEP Compliance Advisory or will terminate with the earliest effective end date of either of the pertinent orders.

**Private transporters and vehicles:**

Upon the issuance of the qualifying orders, other licensed commercial solid waste transporters may be enlisted by a government entity to assist with debris transportation using surplus unregistered vehicles. Government entities must do the following to obtain temporary registrations for any unregistered vehicles employed by the transporter.


2. Email form to SolidWasteEmergencies@dep.state.nj.us or Fax form to DEP (609) 292-4539


4. [Licensed Transporters] Retain a copy of the Temporary Registration letter/notice in each vehicle making it available for inspection by NJDEP and the receiving solid waste facility.

   Call NJDEP at (609) 292-6305 if you have questions.